
Israel Activism & BDS

Understanding the Bigger Picture &

Outlining a Strategy for Success



2002: Divestment launched on 
American Campuses

Francis Boyle - American professor, 
former PLO advisor, founder of 

divestment in America

• 50+ Divestment petition 
campaigns at major 
schools, including MIT, 
Harvard, Princeton, etc.

• “The Palestinians must 
sign nothing and let 
Israel collapse!” 
– Francis Boyle



2005: Call for Boycott, Divestment, and 
Sanctions by Palestinian Civil Society

• “Official” start of global BDS.

• Sold as broadly representative of 
Palestinian civil society, unclear 
how true this is.

• Palestinian BDS National 
Committee (BNC) includes racist 
terrorist groups like Hamas.



BDS: Bigotry masquerading as social justice

Central Political Demand:
“Right of Return”

“a return for refugees 
would end Israel’s existence 
as a Jewish state.” - Omar 
Barghouti, co-founder of BDS

Ultimate BDS goal: 
eliminate Israel, end 
Jewish self-determination



“We oppose a Jewish state” 

– Omar Barghouti

“Bringing down Israel really will 
benefit everyone in the world”

– Lara Kiswani, at UC Berkeley

Israeli Jews are “colonial settlers… 
colonizers are not entitled to self-

determination”

– Omar Barghouti

“The real aim of BDS is  to bring 
down the state of Israel” 

– As’ad Abukhalil

“BDS does mean the 
end of the Jewish state” 

– Ahmed Moor

BDS in the words of leading activists: 



BDS’s Big Picture Strategy

Short term: turn public 
opinion against Israel

Medium term: 
damage Israel economically, 
politically, culturally.

Long term: eliminate 
Israel as a Jewish state



BDS’s Current Strategy

1. Develop a compelling narrative &         
set tangible goals

2. Mobilize Supporters

3. Build diverse alliances

4. Leadership

Turn the 
public against 
Israel and our 

community



Underlying Ideologies

•Post-colonialism

•Power dynamics

• Intersectionality



The debate is framed not as Israel vs. Palestine but 
as supporting justice vs. supporting oppression.



The Case Against BDS

Principle:
• Slanders and 

dehumanizes Israelis

• Invokes “power 
dynamics” to avoid 
accountability

• Sees ending Israel as 
“justice”

Practice:
• Fuels racism on 

campus, elsewhere

• Makes progress for 
peace less likely

• Pushes a destructive 
“solution”



How do we really turn this around?

1. Develop a compelling narrative & 
set tangible goals

2. Mobilize Supporters

3. Build diverse alliances

4. Leadership

•Stand up for 
our rights vs. BDS

• Deepen the US-
Israel Relationship

• Contribute to a 
truly just and 
lasting peace



Reclaiming
Our Narrative





“

• “Zionism as a political movement was the 
revolt of an oppressed nation against the… 

wicked discrimination and oppression of the countries in 
which anti-Semitism flourished… 

The re-establishment of Jewish independence 
in Israel, after centuries of struggle to overcome foreign 
conquest and exile, is a vindication of the fundamental 

concepts of the equality of nations and of self-
determination.” 

– Chaim Herzog, Former Ambassador of Israel to the UN, 1975



The Foundation:



“ Indigenous Roots

• Over 3,000 years ago the Jewish people built a thriving 

civilization in the land of Israel.

• Israel is the birthplace of Jewish culture, language, 

religion, and identity.

• Over time the Jews were conquered by a series of 

aggressive foreign empires. While a minority maintained 

a continuous presence in their land, most of them fled 

and scattered across the world.



“ For 1,900 years Jews

lived as a minority across 

Europe & the Middle East, 

suffering oppression, 

expulsions, massacres, and 

ultimately genocide.



“
They barely survived, 

but never lost hope. 

They overcame, started 

a liberation movement, 

went back home, and built 

one of the most 

vibrant, diverse, 

creative nations the 

world has ever seen.





“



Israel’s story of 
resilience and 

empowerment can be 
a powerful foundation 

for our message on 
campus.



It’s not just about how

we tell Israel’s story. 

It’s also about 

how we talk 

about ourselves

as activists.



Connecting through our values:

• Actively engage in the human rights, 
justice conversation.

• Shift debate towards justice for both 
Palestinians AND Jews/Israelis.

• Expose BDS for undermining peace, 
justice, and human rights.

• Be the viable alternative that strives 
towards a genuinely better future.



How do we really turn this around?

1. Develop a compelling narrative & 
set tangible goals

2. Mobilize Supporters

3. Build diverse alliances

4. Leadership

•Stand up for 
our rights vs. BDS

• Deepen the US-
Israel Relationship

• Contribute to a 
truly just and 
lasting peace



Contact:

maxs@standwithus.com

Twitter:

@MaxSamarov

More Resources:

www.standwithus.com/divestment 

Max Samarov 
Director of Research & Campus Strategy


